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Famous cases of the FBI - Atomic Bomb Spies.
How the F.B.I. Cracked a Chinese Spy Ring | The New Yorker
The FBI uses a double agent to root out Soviet spies and learn
their tradecraft in the s.
FBI: 10 Russian Spies Arrested in U.S. - CBS News
Results 1 - 94 of 94 The FBI has investigated them all and
many more spies, A bombing of a Birmingham church by the KKK
claims the lives of four.
Activist or spy? The curious case of a Cold War nuclear
scientist - CNN
Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, on trial for espionage, ride with
Morton Sobell (far left), a member of their spy ring, in The
government of the Soviet Union, as it was then known, publicly
announced the detonation of an atomic bomb. But what of the
part played by American.
How the F.B.I. Cracked a Chinese Spy Ring | The New Yorker
The FBI uses a double agent to root out Soviet spies and learn
their tradecraft in the s.

Robert Hanssen: American Traitor - HISTORY
Peace activist or atomic spy? member of the team that built
the first atomic bomb, a prominent peace campaigner, "He
usually carries a small brown attache case and raincoat. .. A
top-secret British file on Eric Burhop referencing a cable
from the FBI on an Australian spy within the Manhattan
Project.
Language of Espionage | International Spy Museum
FAMOUS CASES t was a somber statement that stunned the nation.
Klaus Fuchs Harry Gold Atom Bomb Spies i^'We have evidence
that within recent weeks an.
The Making of a Suspect: The Case of Wen Ho Lee - The New York
Times
Hanssen was only the third agent in FBI history charged with
spying. Born in , Hanssen was a Chicago native and son of a
police officer. Ted Kaczynski, Oklahoma City Bombing
co-conspirator Terry Nichols and Ramzi The FBI got involved in
the case and started investigating Ames in May
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Then, in midsummer, the experts got from the C. As Newkirk
described it, "The Duke had been a spy all of his life and
automatically used all of the tricks in the book to avoid
anyone following him But Black kept hounding Gold, badgering
him to join the Communist Party.
Butitisalsoaplaceapart,aspectacularmountaintopvillageanointedassc
They thought the British were very, very weak on security,"
Roff added. To probe deeper, Mr. But it is also a place apart,
a spectacular mountaintop village anointed as science
headquarters of the Manhattan Project in the 's.
Inthoseearlydays,Dr.Hesaidheistellinghisfullstory,longkeptsecretb
it .
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